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WIDE PLANK FLOORING + ANTIQUE BUILDING MATERIALS

MUSTANG COLLECTION

Reclaimed Antique Filly Plank
SIGNATURE FLOORING – HARDWOOD HONORING AN AMERICAN ICON
Along with the farmers came two staples in American history: the barns that
dotted the landscape and the horses that worked side by side with them.
While some horses worked hard plowing fields, carrying soldiers into battle, or
transporting pioneers across unexplored territories, some horses escaped into
the wild.
These escaped horses came to be known as mustangs, an American symbol of
freedom, strength, and pioneer perseverance.
Horses, tame or wild, had a crucial role in this nation’s story. Olde Wood Ltd.
created the Mustang Collection to represent the importance of these majestic
creatures.
UV Standard Prefinish Filly Plank

DISTINCTIVE ATTRIBUTES
When you earn the trust of a filly, unconditional loyalty and love are sure
to follow. This product is a more refined look, characterized by a moderate,
authentic mix of cracks, nail holes and variances in color.

ENGINEERED FLOORING SPECS:
BOARD WIDTHS

random 4” - 5”

BOARD WIDTHS

random 4” - 5”

BOARD LENGTH

1’ to 8’

BOARD LENGTH

1’ to 8’

PLANK THICKNESS
WEAR LAYER
PLYWOOD

UV Natural Oil Prefinish Filly Plank

SOLID FLOORING SPECS:

CUSTOM
OPTIONS

5/8” (3/4” & 11/16"
available)
4mm
8-ply Baltic Birch

PLANK
THICKNESS

3/4”, 5/8”, 1/2” (3/8” &
11/16" available)

CUSTOM
OPTIONS

- prefinished*
- hand-scraping
- wire brushing
- eased/beveled edge
- end matching
- tongue & groove

- prefinished*
- hand-scraping
- wire brushing
- eased/beveled edge
- end matching
- tongue & groove

*Pre-finish options are only available in plank thicknesses
of 3/4", 5/8" and 11/16"

EDGE MILLING OPTIONS
NOTE: Each of our flooring products posses unique
characteristics and beauty. While our samples provide a close
representation of each specie, they are for photo reference
only and cannot exactly match the end product.

Square

Round-Over

Micro-Bevel

